*Pride and Prejudice*
by Jane Austen
Human foibles and early nineteenth-century manners are satirized in this romantic tale of English country family life as Elizabeth Bennet and her four sisters are encouraged to marry well in order to keep the Bennet estate in their family.

Romance novels are as varied as ice cream. There is a flavor/story for everyone to enjoy. Here is just a small sample of what the genre offers. Try them to see what your favorite "flavor" could be. The two important ingredients of ANY romance novel is that the story revolves around the romantic relationship of two people AND it must have a happy ever after ending.

*Unmarriageable*
by Soniah Kamal
A retelling of "Pride and Prejudice" set in modern-day Pakistan finds a practical-minded teacher from a family of sisters evaluating her resolve never to marry after encountering a brusque but compelling man during a series of lavish wedding parties.
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*For Romance Fiction Newcomers*

*Chance of a Lifetime*
by Jodi Thomas
Emily, the local librarian, must deal with a secret she's kept for 15 years that changed her life and threatens to shatter her future, while new lawyer Rick Matheson realizes that someone is trying to kill him - a discovery that leads him to a beautiful U.S. Marshal who gives him an even stronger reason to go on living.

*Bet Me*
by Jennifer Crusie
Agreeing not to pursue a relationship after one date, Min and Cal are thrown together again in the wake of such factors as a jealous ex-boyfriend and a bizarrely intelligent cat.

*Intercepted*
by Alexa Martin
Resolving never to date athletes again after an exploitative relationship ends in infidelity, Marlee resists the attentions of a quarterback former flame while navigating catty rivals who would eliminating her from the competition.

*For Romance Fiction Newcomers*

*An Extraordinary Union*
by Alyssa Cole
During the Civil War two undercover agents, Elle Burns, a former slave, and Malcolm McCall a detective in Pinkerton's Secret Service uncover a plot that could lead to a Confederate victory and vow to preserve the Union at any cost.

*Born in Fire*
by Nora Roberts
Attempting to hide from her past, reclusive glassmaker Maggie Concannon devotes her life to her art, until gallery owner Rogan Sweeney recognizes her talent and offers to help her build a lucrative career.

*The Kiss Quotient*
by Helen Hoang
A 30-year-old math whiz with Asperger's tries to make her love life as rich as her career by hiring an escort to help her with her lack of knowledge and experience in the dating department.
Spring Forward by Catherine Anderson
Tanner and Crystal cross paths as they both try to help Crystal's grandfather, who constantly skirts the rules of the retirement center where he lives. As they bond over her grandfather's escape artist dog, Crystal must deal with secrets from her past.

Monday Morning Faith by Lori Copeland
Following Sam, a missionary and her soulmate, to the New Guinea jungle, librarian Johanna Holland soon discovers that this is not God's plan for her life, forcing her to make a difficult decision.

Key of Knowledge by Nora Roberts
Follows Dana, who has a penchant for books, as she is forced to embark on a dangerous quest to find the Key of Knowledge—or suffer a horrifying fate.

Tailspin by Sandra Brown
Hired to deliver a mysterious box, daredevil pilot Rye Mallett is targeted by saboteurs and law enforcement before teaming up with an attractive but suspicious doctor to determine the box's significance.

Spring Forward
by Catherine Anderson
Tanner and Crystal cross paths as they both try to help Crystal's grandfather, who constantly skirts the rules of the retirement center where he lives. As they bond over her grandfather's escape artist dog, Crystal must deal with secrets from her past.

Montana Creeds. Dylan by Linda Lael Miller
Rodeo rider Dylan Creed returns home to Stillwater Springs Ranch to take care of the daughter he rarely sees when she is abandoned by her mother, only to encounter a former flame who is determined to tame his wild ways.

Redeeming Love by Francine Rivers
At a time when men sold their souls for a bag of gold and women sold their bodies for a place to sleep, Angel is sold into prostitution at a very early age and survives by keeping her hatred toward men alive, but when she meets Michael Hosea, her frozen heart begins to thaw.

The Nearness of You by Dorothy Garlock
A sheltered librarian in a small town finds her secret wish for adventure granted in unexpected ways by a reckless but alluring photographer who changes her life by taking her picture at the height of a local fall festival.

Love Overdue by Pamela Morsi
After a spring fling gone wrong, DJ changes to a conservative look and scuttles away to Kansas to work at a small-town library, only to have her landlady try to fix her up with the very man that precipitated her flight.

The Art of Running in Heels by Rachel Gibson
Lexie Kowalsky, a runaway bride from a reality TV show, hops a float plane for Sandspit, British Columbia. Sharing her flight is Sean Knox, new star of the Seattle Chinooks, the hockey team her father coaches. Sean knows this could spell trouble for his career, but the chemistry is too strong to ignore.